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parameter to function, I get warning from compiler I'm
new to C++ and only recently learned about smart
pointers and references. The code is a part of a GUI that
I'm creating, and after hours of practice, I got this little
code working. int FGetText(int TextID, std::string& Text)
{ int Text_ID; int OutText_ID; std::map Text_ids; std::map
Text_names; Text_ids[TextID] = Text_IDs; // here is the
error: Text_names[TextID] = Text_Names[TextID];
for(std::map::const_iterator it = Text_IDs.begin(); it!=
Text_IDs.end(); ++it) // line 153 { std::string stuff =
Text_Names[it->first] + ": " + it->second; Text = stuff; }
return OutText_ID; } The warning I got from Visual Studio
2008 is: warning C4100: 'Text_IDs': unreferenced formal
parameter I haven't even declared Text_IDs anywhere,
and the function expects to be given a reference to
Text_IDs, not the value of it. But, this isn't the point I
want to ask here! The weird thing is that I get no warning
when I use Text_IDs in this way: auto Text_IDs =
tree->getTextID(); Text_ids[Text_ID] = Text_IDs; I know
this is something simple and likely something I'm
missing, but I couldn't get any proper result after all this
time... A: Your compiler doesn't support C++11's return
type deduction feature yet. To explicitly add the type,
you can write return static_cast(Text_IDs[Text_ID]); This
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full.Renal artery stenosis and hypertension in aging black
patients. The spectrum of hypertension encountered in
the elderly black patient is significantly different from
that in older whites. The most common cause of
hypertension in black patients is renovascular disease.
Renal artery stenosis was the cause of hypertension in
11 of 24 patients studied. The frequency of hypertension
in the black patient is much greater than anticipated.
Primary or congenital narrowing of the renal artery in
black patients is not well described, but possibly more
common than in whites.Q: Unreadable cell automatically
filled with random value with just one formula for every
day I have a table that contains a cell containing an
unreadable formula e.g. =E24. When I do right click and
choose "Edit" then change it to "Text", the value is
replaced by a random number between -15000 and
15000. I've tested it with a lot of different formulas and
only one of them produces the described behavior. Even
though I am using a lot of formulas for the rest of the
table, that first formula will cause the problem if only it's
there. It also behaves the same in another Work
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